
Children of Shabazz: Shabaka Speaks! 

By Baba Hannibal Ahmed 

This work is the Kamite Æthiopian ▲ African Descendants' Mythological Ancient Kamite Æthiopian African Tribe of 

Shabazz's outline on western cultures and civilizations' genesis and evolution prehistory and through historic world 

history. The Honorable Messenger Elijah Muhammad's teaching and way constitute: 

1)  The inspirational theoretical outline driving the present researcher's Kamite Æthiopia Africana's prehistorical and 

historical Esoteric Biblical Kemetological-Khmtological Studies: Kamite Æthiopia Africa-Asia's eastern esoteric 

systems of unified esoteric religious mythology, mysticism, philosophy, and spirituality.  

2) The Honorable Elijah Muhammad's wish is that African American Biblical Scholars and Scientists as 

Theologians become Our World's Holy Bible and Holy Qur'an Master Teachers!   

3) Children of Shabazz: Shabaka Speaks' approach to the stories and studies of global comparative religions, 

mythology, mysticism, philosophy, and spirituality's  researches, investigations, and explorations suggest that  

4) Ancient Kemet's Divine Mind's stories captured and contained are The Ritual of the Reu Nu Pert Em Hru Ur 

Heka In-Person.  These most Ancient Kemet's Divine Mind's stories about this Most Ancient Ritual of Arising 

oneselves Cosmic Conscience-Consciousness Spiritual Intelligence In-Person constitute the foundation of the 

sacred stories captured and contained in the following two revered world's Sacred Scriptures: The Holy Bible and 

The Holy Qur'an! 

The Tribe of Shabazz  

“We are so far from what is actually natural for the Blackman, that we think that the trial-and-error mode of operating of 

this civilization today is brilliance; when in fact, the incidental actions of the Original Blackman is considered 

SUPERNATURAL by today’s standards.” 

     The Honorable Elijah Muhammed 

Explanation of Terms: 

Esoteric – Intended to be revealed only to the Initiates of a group; knowledge understood by a select few 

Cosmogonic Myths 

A creation myth (cosmogonic myth) is a symbolic narrative of how the world began and how people first came to inhabit 

it. In ancient Khmt, the people ascribed a degree of truth to the creation myths unlike in contemporary societies 

Ancient Kemetic Astrology  

Ancient Kemetic Astrology is not the same astrology we use today because it had a different function such as: 

1) Used for predicting planetary shifts that affected nature’s cycles like how the moon affects the tides. 

2) This information helped with planning agriculture, predicting droughts or famines  

3) Looking for auspicious days for rituals and deciphering omens 

4) Most astrological work centered around the Nswt Bty (King) 

Decantic Astrology 

The ancient Kemetians divided the year into 12 months of 30 days each, and then each month was divided into three 

parts of 10, each called a decan or decante. The literal meaning of the word decan is “ten days apart” or “group of ten”. 

The start of the cycle began with the heliacal rising of the star Sirius. 

Each decan was based on a small constellation of stars. Every 10 days, a new constellation would have a heliacal rising. 

A total of 36 decans were observed (36 x 10 = 360 days). The extra five days were added at the end in the ancient 

Kemetic calendar and constituted a time out of time. 



Helical rising, by the way, means the rising of a celestial object at the same time as the sun, or its first visible rising after 

a period of invisibility due to conjunction with the sun. The last setting before such a period is the heliacal setting. 

ANCIENT KEMETIC ZODIAC 

Charles Dupuis, a pre-French Revolution scholar believed Kemetic astrology originated as far back as 14,000 years ago; 

10,000 years earlier than the commonly accepted timeline of 4000 BC 

The Dendera Zodiac portrayed the ecliptic of the sun, which refers to the circular path of the sun’s orbit. The 

configuration of the patterns on the zodiac indicated a strange feature; the arrangement of the constellations shows a date 

that occurred at least 650 years prior to construction of the zodiac itself. The solstice between Gemini-Cancer shows the 

position of an ecliptic that should have existed in 650 BC. French scholars believed the Dendera Zodiac to be thousands 

of years older than the Biblical date of creation. 

Ancient Kemetic Astronomy 

Ancient Kemetians were drawn to two bright stars that always could be seen circling the North Pole. The Kemetians 

referred to those stars as "the indestructible." Today we know them as Kochab, in the bowl of the Little Dipper (Ursa 

Minor), and Mizar, in the middle of the handle of the Big Dipper (Ursa Major). 

Kemetians aligned their pyramids and temples toward the north because they believed their pharaohs became stars in the 

northern sky after they died. To assure that a king would join the circumpolar stars, the pyramids were laid out facing due 

north toward the "indestructible" stars. They thought that aligning the pyramids toward north gave the deceased pharaohs 

direct access to the northern sky. When one star was exactly above the other in the sky, astronomers could find a line that 

pointed due north. That alignment was only true for a few years around 2,500 B.C.  

The Wobble (The Precession) 

The Earth's axis is unstable. Our planet wobbles like a gyroscope over a period of 26,000 years. Modern astronomers 

now know that the celestial north pole was exactly aligned between Kochab and Mizar only in the year 2467 B.C. Before 

or after that date, the Kemetic astronomers would have been less accurate as they tried to mark true north. Nearly 4,500 

years ago, in the year 2467 B.C., the "indestructible" stars lay precisely along a straight line that included the celestial 

pole. The Earth rotates from west to east on its polar axis and revolves about the sun in an elliptical orbit with the sun at 

one focus of the ellipse. It completes one revolution in a period of 365.2564 days. The inclination of the Earth (23½ 

degrees with the perpendicular to the orbital plane), combined with its revolution around the sun, causes the lengths of 

day and night to change and also causes the different seasons. 

Eschatology (in theology) The word eschatology is derived from the Greek (last) and means the science of the last 

things. Individual eschatology treats of death, particular judgment, purgatory, heaven, and hell; collective eschatology, of 

the end of the world 

What is the Rau Nu Pert em Hru (Kemetic Book of the Dead) 

Rau = words, teachings, liturgy 
Nu = of 
Prt or Pert = going out 
Em or m = as or through 
Hru or Heru = Spiritual Light of Enlightened Being (the Ntr Heru) 
Translated as: “The Word Utterances for Coming into the Spiritual Light (Enlightenment) or Becoming one with Heru.” 

The Book of Coming Forth By Day (Pert em Heru) scriptures and purpose evolved from the Pyramid Texts. The 

utterances recorded in the MDW NTR was the way that the initiate was able to transform their consciousness from human 

to divine, by purifying the mind with wisdom about the Neteru 

 

 



The Ogdoad of the Pyramid Texts 

The Ogdoad, also called the Hehu or Infinites, were the celestial rulers of Old Kingdom long before the current Kemetic 

religious system was recognized.  “The Ogdoad were concerned with the preservation and flourishing of the celestial 

world, and later—as well as indirectly—the formation of the human race.”  

Traces of their pantheon permeated down to the next set of Netchru, correlating the formation of the human race with the 

hands of the Ogdoad. 

The Ogdoad predate the more commonly known Kemetic Netchru, such as Osiris (Isr), his sister wife Isis (Ist), and the 

emissary of the underworld, Anubis (Anpu).  Considered to have come into creation before the world did, the Ogdoad 

consist of four couples—eight individual forces—who balance one another and the nature of the cosmos.  Each pair 

correlated with one of the primary elements of the universe in the Kemetic belief system, i.e., water, air, light, and time.  

- Nu and Naunet represented the development and continued renewal of the primordial waters of the universe.   

- Amun and Amaunet – invisibility represented by air,  

- Kuk and Kauket – represented infinite darkness   

-  Huh and Hauhet, the last pair, were weighted with the responsibility of maintaining eternity and infinity.   

- The first name is the divine masculine with the second name being it’s feminine consort thereby creating an equal 

balance of genders  

Cosmic Consciousness and Astronomy 

In Ancient Khmt, Astronomy and astrology were, for them, two sides of the same coin. It was the study of 

correspondences between events in the heavens and events on earth.  

Ancient Kemetic records of all subject matters show a complete coordination and correspondence between Ancient 

Kemetians activities on earth and the various cycles of the universe. Temple priests were assigned the task of observing 

the movements of all heavenly bodies. They were also responsible for noting other celestial events and interpreting them. 

 

HOW & WHY THE WORLD'S COSMIC MYTHOLOGICAL STORIES IN OUR MOST ANCIENT 

ASTROLOGICAL/ZODIACAL/ASTRONOMICAL MYTHOLOGY/THEOLOGY/ESCHATOLOGY OF OUR 

CYCLICAL COSMIC TIME-MIND—OUR KAMITE ÆTHIOPIA KEMETIC ZODIAC BIBLE—CREATE OUR 

WORLD 

KRST CONVERSATION PART: II 

Ancient Kemet's Divine Mind: A Divine Light For The World 

Know ThySelf: Your Ritual of the Reu Nu Pert Em Hru Ur Heka In-Person 

 

Children of Shabazz: Shabaka Speaks! 

 

This work is the Kamite Æthiopian African Descendants' Mythological Ancient Kamite Æthiopian African Tribe of 

Shabazz's outline on western cultures and civilizations' genesis and evolution prehistory and through historic 

world history. The Honorable Messenger Elijah Muhammad's teaching and way constitute the inspirational 

theoretical outline driving the present researcher's Kamite Æthiopia Africana's prehistorical and historical Esoteric 

Biblical  Kemetological-Egyptological Studies: Kamite Æthiopia Africa-Asia's eastern esoteric systems of unified 

esoteric religious mythology, mysticism, philosophy, and spirituality. The Honorable Elijah Muhammad's wish is 

that African American Biblical Scholars and Scientists as Theologians become Our World's Holy Bible and Holy 



Qur'an Master Teachers!  Children of Shabazz: Shabaka Speaks' approach to the studies of global comparative 

religions, mythology, mysticism, philosophy, and spirituality's researches, investigations, and explorations suggest 

that Ancient Kemet's Divine Mind's stories captured and contained are The Ritual of the Reu Nu Pert Em Hru Ur 

Heka In-Person.  This Most Ancient Ritual of Arising OneSelf's Cosmic Conscience-Consciousness Spiritual 

Intelligence In-Person constitutes the foundation of these two revered world's Sacred Scriptures: The Holy Bible 

and The Holy Qur'an! 

 


